It's time for trafficked women to be completely set free.
**2020 GATHERING**

**GATHERING INFO**

**ANGELES CITY, PAMPANGA, PHILIPPINES**

**500 PHP TOTAL**

REGISTER ON EVENTBRITE OR AT CHURCH SO BLESSED FAIRVIEW

**MARCH 11-12: 5-9 PM**

GRACE CROWN HOTEL

**MARCH 13: 5-9 PM**

SM CLARK AUDITORIUM

---

**HOTELS**

There are a plethora of hotels to choose from when staying in Angeles City. Here are a few of Wipe Every Tear’s favorite hotels to lodge in:

**Prime Asia Hotel:**
Rates run for about $65 per night when booking a single bed room. It is very clean with helpful staff and a wonderful rooftop pool and restaurant.

**Grace Crown Hotel:**
The location of the Gathering for the first two evenings would be a great place to stay. It is right next to Bella Goose Coffee, a business partner of Wipe Every Tear.

**Red Planet Angeles City:**
A budget hotel that is clean and comfortable. While not quite walking distance, this is still a great option to stay at.

---

**FOOD**

Enjoy local Pampangan cuisine while in Angeles City! There are many restaurants and eateries in Angeles/Clark.

Make the most of your trip by trying the local food with an open mind and empty stomach- Masarap!

**Recommended Restaurants in AC:**
Bella Goose Coffee
Patche’s Thai
CPI Call Shop
Rasoi Indian Restaurant
German Angel’s Bakery

---

**TRANSPORTATION**

**Clark International Airport (CRK)**
This airport is located in Angeles City, and is less than a 10 minute drive from hotels and the venues for the Gathering. We highly recommend flying in/out of this airport if you are traveling solely to come to the Gathering from a nearby country or island.

**Grab** drivers can sometimes be persuaded to drive to Angeles, but it is rare.

**Point to Point** busses are a very reliable form of transportation to Angeles City.

---

**SALAMAT PO & SAFE TRAVELS!**

We can’t wait to worship together in March of 2020. For any additional questions, please email info.2020gathering@gmail.com.